


"It's about time!..." 

With a quick glance to the side a figure stepped out of the shadow taking off its hood. 
For a short moment the black armour of Sancta Heroica Theta's Adeptus Arbites was twinkling at the collar. 
Corris tossed a bottle to the proctor. "Real Keynan extract from Artania." 
Immediately the proctor opened the bottle avariciously and took a large sip. 
"Mhmmmm.... Xenos though. But great stuff!" 
"Five crates full of it! The ship docked this morning at dock 27.
Real amateurs. The storage area has a double bottom." 

"Damn you Corris, how do you know that?" 

"Still Sergeant for you! If you hurry up, you'll manage to secure some of the crates before your colleagues confiscate them
and the preachers burn the whole stuff in the public." 
With a grin the proctor hid the bottle beneath his frock. 

"Well, any news? The last gold transport from Vicar 7 came through 9 months ago!" 
"Still no conctact. But the people are worried more about the upcoming warpstorm!" 
"Warpstorm?" 
"It's top secret up to now, if the public get to know that there'll be chaos everywhere. 
By the way, don't try to get away from here too soon. I saw your files being handed round yesterday. It seems there is
somebody interested in you." 

"Great, and what's next?" 
With a grin the proctor unpacked the bottle again: "Well, you'll have to sit it out! Cheers!" 

Sergant “Spade-Ace” Corris

Corris has been serving in the Imperial Guard since he is twelve. He has experienced many battles and got the
nickname “Spade-Ace” from his comrades because he always has the card with him as a good luck charm. With
the help of this special card, he managed to get himself free of slavery as a little boy. 
He rather quit duty in the Imperial Guard involuntarily: 
During Chal-Neb campaign he ran aground in a misdirected drop pod with his squad far away from the action.
At their return the fleet had already left orbit and the squad behind. Thus they became mercenaries.
Corris joined Hiero after his former squad was nearly completely annihilated during a joint operation.

Profile for
Equipment:
Autopistol with one reload; Laspistol with one reload;
Flak Armour on all locations except head

Special Abilities:
Hipshooting; Ambidextrous; Gun Fighter; Fast Draw
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Point costs: 120

CONTACT
Actor Oliver Alexander Sturm: corris@damnatus.com
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